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Interface Management 

A complete Solution instead of Interface Chaos 

With the success of a company or through the integration of new business areas, the 

number and variety of EDI interfaces or EDI specifications often grows. Often, several 

software products, complicated filing systems and specialised knowledge have been 

distributed decentrally in the company over time or employees have left the company. The 

effort and thus the costs of interface management rise rapidly.  

GEFEG.FX creates Order and Tidies Up! 

GEFEG.FX combines all interfaces and typical requirements such as maintenance, 

development, documentation and validation in a uniform and consistent environment.  

Expertise, workflows and data governance are concentrated in one place. This unites the 

users and thus releases considerable cost saving potentials. 
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Innovative and integrative Software Solution 

GEFEG.FX is independent of the EDI system architecture (EDI syntax, ERP system, converter, 

middleware) and therefore becomes the central interface hub. Innovative concepts, such as 

the Guideline technology, enable business users to feed the interface descriptions 

(specifications) from a content, business and legal perspective and publish business-friendly 

results. Supported by collaborative communication and easily accessible central data 

management (SVN, GIT), but also technical users can access the interface descriptions to 

provide their input and generate relevant technical output. 
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